CAMP PO OVERACTS TO EVERYTHING, STUDENTS REACT BY OVERREACTING

"They’re like the Wal-Mart greeters of law enforcement!"
By Ms. Tomkin ‘12

ROXANNE, don’t you turn on the red and blue lights Dept.
(DUNHAM CIRCLE) Students have grown displeased with Campus Safety’s recent hike in security measures. (DUNHAM CIRCLE) Students have grown displeased with Campus Safety’s recent hike in security measures. Many feel as if the campus has gone from a happy-go-lucky world of sunshine and rainbows and beer fountains to the college version of The Shawshank Redemption.

“Hey, have you seen the KPD’s new precipitation detector? It’s such a power trip, telling these kids—I mean, legal adults—what to do,” he sneered. “Last week, I made a freshman girl run around a building without a jacket in negative temperatures because acting like an arson bouncer is more awesome than being a Power On Guard.”

While the heightened security is understandable in response to the violent crimes of last semester, students have begun to freak out about how Campus Safety officers are “treating their jobs like actual jobs instead of being the custodians to our mistakes” and “being like the Lamborghini that broke the camel’s back,” whatever that’s supposed to mean.

“Running around in your uniforms is not an excuse to act like an asshole when it’s not called for,” LAX bro Tim Doosh ’13 pointed out. “The only person around here who’s allowed to be like an asshole is ME, and that’s because I’m so good at SPORTS!”

When asked to comment about their increased “security” measures at events such as suite parties, Bardo tournaments, and family gatherings, rookie Officer Barbrady came forth.

“It’s pathetic,” Mary Cleopatra ‘11 commented. “Camp Po spent a half-hour breaking into my Eells single with a jackhammer to tell me my music was playing too loud…which was pretty weird since I was just listening through my earphones.”

In light of Parsley’s arrest, the rainmaking charge against original suspects Pat Joe and Lil’ Wayne has been dropped. Elizabeth Parsley Jr., former suspect of cow tipping and migrating birds alike, yesterday, a competing KPD storm machine, was arrested for possession of a sophisticated weather-control device.

Parsley’s friends were worried he would end up like others who peaked in college, such as Josh Connors ’09, a football star whose life became a “class-A rager.” Gribble reportedly achieved a Milbank party last weekend and drunkenly shouted that he, “had the best time of [his] life!”

Tim’s girlfriend, Heather Wilson ’13, noticed a change in his behavior. “He’s not interested in anything anymore. Last time we tried to bang, he looked at me for a few seconds and then mumbled about when everyone got naked at the party.”
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"I am, shall we say, the straightest-est-laced and casual type, never mind my passion for following the rules and being a perfect little goody two shoes. Well, I managed to shock just about everyone who knew me when I showed up to Rock the Cob in black PVC corset and skirt, fishnet, and 4 inch boots. I would dance up to a friend, start grinning up at them, they would go, "Hey, sweet, this hot chick is HOLY CHRIST ON A STICK IT'S a Smurf fetish."

I borrowed fishnets from my friend. Near thing I know, I'm at the annex and there's a hole by the thigh. I take a picture of my thigh and send it to her, saying that I'm terribly sorry about it and that I'll get her new a new pair of sultry fishnets. After about 30 minutes I see the ruined fishnets again and I have the same reaction. I snap a shot and send it to her. I kept on forgetting that I had sent her the image, so I send it again. This happened a total of 4 times. Thanks Rocky Horror.

"This is a disgrace to the Hamilton Community."

Noted. Didn't even make it to the Annex, but on the plus side I was rescued. I showered and got to the Lightside as quick as possible."

"So, I totally thought it was pirate themed. As a junior whose been to this party twice before, it was sort of embarrassing to show up in full pirate regalia."

"My rocky horror story: [Anonymous Duel Cartoonist] got punished in the balls!"

"Didn't eat dinner, pregamed too hard—passed out in babbitt around 10:30 after making out with two thirds of Duelly Noted. Didn't even make it into the annex, but on the plus side I got a great night's sleep. And in retrospect its probably a good thing that I didn't make it into the public view."
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